Year 6 Home Learning Quiz

Children have 15 minutes to complete the quiz.

Quiz on: 3rd July
(Questions 1-3 refer to the original Romeo and Juliet prologue - included in this week’s resource pack)
1)

Find and copy two words in the original prologue which mean ‘a long-standing hatred’.

2) The phrase ‘bury their parents’ strife’ means….
- their parents get put in the ground and covered over.
- their parents’ arguments carry on.
- their parents’ arguments come to an end.

(choose one)

3)
4)
5)
6)

Explain the meaning of the phrase ‘is now the two hours’ traffic of our stage’.
What is the benefit of using emotive language in persuasive writing?
Name 3 abstract verbs.
Fill in the space in the following sentence with an effective, emotive adjective: The idea of abolishing homework
(which greatly benefits children by reviewing their learning) in favour of longer school days is utterly ___________.
7) Fill in the space in the following sentence with a powerful, emotive verb: The closing of the local library would be a
disaster; it deserves to be _________.
8) Spell represent
9) Spell traditional
10) Spell sculpture
11) Spell rhythm
12) Spell circle
13) Spell diameter
14) Spell radius
15) Spell circumference
16) 6 x 9
17) 3 x 12
18) 28 ÷ 7
19) 45 ÷ 5
20) Look at the circle to the right. Label the parts:
circumference, radius, diameter.
21) Complete the following sentence: The radius is
_________ the length of the diameter.
22) Complete the following sentence: The diameter is
_________ the length of the radius.
23) Kainat says, “The bigger the radius of the circle, the
bigger the diameter”. Do you agree? Explain your
reasoning.
24)

a)
b)
c)
d)

25) What is it called when some words or
phrases come in-between or off the beat?
26) How many times is the chorus sung in the
song, ‘World Unite’?
27) Explain how to make a cell add numbers in
Microsoft Excel.
28) Explain how to split information in cells in
Microsoft Excel.
29) Explain what a relief design is.
30) Explain why you have chosen your
particular design for the Mayan mask you have
made.

Answers
1) ancient grudge
2) -their parents’ arguments come to an end.
3) Accept answers which refer to the play being two hours long and the ‘traffic’ of the stage is the players acting out
the story, coming and going and performing.
4) Accept answers which refer to emotive language causing an effect on the reader, in order to convince them.
5) Accept any 3 e.g. freedom, justice, terror
6) Accept any suitable adjective e.g. ridiculous / absurd
7) Accept any suitable verb e.g. saved / rescued
8) represent
9) traditional
10) sculpture
11) rhythm
Circumference
12) circle
13) diameter
14) radius
15) circumference
16) 54
Radius
17) 36
18) 4
19) 9
20) Answer shown to the right
Diameter
21) half
22) double
23) Yes. Accept any explanation which describes the radius as the
length from the centre to the circumference and the diameter
being double this, as it is the length across the widest point,
which goes from the circumference, through the centre to the
other side of the circumference.
24) a) 8cm b) 4cm c) 12cm d) 6cm
25) Syncopation
26) 3
27) Select the cell and type +SUM then include in brackets the cells which you want adding together.
28) Select the cells you want to split, Click the Data tab and then select Flash Fill.
29) Accept any suitable answer which refers to the design being 3D with parts which are raised.
30) Answers will vary. Accept any suitable response which explains choice of materials and colours.

Score

/30

